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00:52 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1603240002
Officer initiated activity at Steve's Place, Tuolumne Rd, Sonora.Two people just ran from me..they are in the 
field by steves place .. 
summary: Two people were arguing in the street, and they ran from me into a field.  I drove closer to the field, 
and about ten people ran from the house next to the field.  They were having a party at the house, and they ran 
because they saw the cops.  We believe they left in cars parked down the street.  No further action taken. . 
Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

01:01 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1603240003
Officer initiated activity at Wards Ferry Rd/Tuolumne Rd, Sonora.Traffic Stop.. stopped the vehicle for 
operating on non op status. warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

01:42 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE                                      1603240004
Occurred on Chukar Cir, Sonora. 415 male vs female .. rp thinks that someone got punched in the face.
summary: Verbal only; no physical contact.  Partied agreed to be quiet and go to bed. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.989972  Lon:-120.36546
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

03:32 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1603240005
Officer initiated activity at Mono Wy/Hwy 108, Sonora.Traffic Stop.. by Sonora Ford 
summary: I stopped a SUV with a license plate light out and a third brake light out.  Warning given. . 
Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

03:51 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1603240006
Officer initiated activity at Ralphs Station, Tuolumne Rd/Soulsbyville Rd, Sonora.Traffic Stop.. 
summary: I stopped a car with a license plate light out.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 
11-95s).

04:39 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE CHECK                               1603240007
Officer initiated activity at Summerville Union High School Di, Tuolumne Rd, Tuolumne.Out w/ a vehicle. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

05:51 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1603240008
Occurred on Crystal Falls Dr W, Sonora. Audible alarm..master bathroom window..key holder pending..209-533
-8228 
SUMMARY: home secure, false alarm. . Disposition: False Alarm will be billed.

06:33 911 HANG UP                                            1603240009
Occurred on Serrano Rd, Sonora. 911 call,with hang up... female could be heard saying "give it" there was 
sound of scuffle and then line disconnected 
previous incident shows above address, rp was 
SUMMARY:  Rp stated she accidently called.  She did not have any injuries and was on her way to school.

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.
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06:56 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1603240010
Occurred on Waif Mine Rd, Sonora. Female whispering "i need help"..line disconnected 

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911 
SUMMARY:  Rp stated she heard subjects outside her bedroom window talking and they kicked in the 
wooden screening under the house.  Two subjects with the Rp stated they were with the RP and did not see or 
hear anyone.  The grass was long and had dew on it and I was unable to see any recent tracks in the area the 
Rp stated the subjects walked.  Rp stated this was because they "Hid their tracks," by placing wood planks 
over them.  She pointed to a wood plank.  The grass under the plank was dead showing it had been there for 
more than today. . Disposition: Log Note.

07:12 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1603240011
Occurred on Corcoran Gray Rd, Big Oak Flat. Audible alarm, interior motion, keyholder pending. . Disposition: 
False Alarm canceled prior to dispatch (Will not be billed).

08:03 INJURED DEER                                           1603240014
Occurred on Yankee Hill Rd, Columbia. Make contact w/ the rp she will point out the deer
Rp rpts inj deer on her property 
Summary:  I responded to a report of an injured deer on someones property.  The deer was critically injured.  I 
put the deer down. . Disposition: Animal Destroyed.

08:43 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1603240018
Officer initiated activity at Chinese Camp Post Office, Red Hills Rd, Chinese Camp.TRO Service.
SUMMARY
Subject has transfered to another area outside of the county. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

08:50 ADVICE                                                 1603240019
Occurred on Pine St, Tuolumne. Rp requests 10-21 for advice about ongoing issues
//called at 1044 and left message for call back. closed pending contact. 
//1154 hrs reopened per rp she was asleep and is available for re-contact. . Disposition: Log Note.

08:59 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1603240020
Occurred at The Claim Jumper Outpost on Hwy 120. , Big Oak Flat. Silent hold up alarm from the front counter 
SUMMARY: Workers accidentally activated alarm.  They stated they called ADT to cancel but there was no 
relay to us. . Disposition: False Alarm will be billed.

09:20 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1603240021
Occurred on Ponderosa Ln, Groveland. If looking at rp's, pasture to the right of rp's..rpts numerous people  
keep coming thru her property and are poss camping..make contact with rp 
SUMMARY: We checked the area and could not find any subjects.  The property the RP was claiming the 
subjects were on does not belong to them.

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.859724  Lon:-120.17682
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

09:24 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1603240022
Officer initiated activity at Chukar Cir, Sonora.Eviction post .
SUMMARY
Notice posted at residence without incident. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

10:24 VIOLATION OF A COURT ORDER                             1603240024
Occurred on Tuolumne Rd N, Twain Harte. Rp rpts tro violation  keeps calling the rp and harassing her. 
SUMMARY: C#16-0929. . Disposition: Report Taken.
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10:32 PAROLE SEARCH                                          1603240025
Occurred at Starr Mhp on Jamestown Rd. , Sonora. . Disposition: Arrest Made.

10:39 THEFT - ALL                                            1603240027
Occurred on Awahanee Rd, Sonora. Personal contact needed..rp says all her clothes and her phone were taken 
when she moved here ..per previous call rp has Alzheimer 
SUMMARY: called 2x and phone countinuously rang with no answer nor answering machine. . Disposition: 
Log Note.

10:45 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1603240029
Officer initiated activity at Lyons Bald Mtn Rd, Sonora. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

10:54 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1603240030
Officer initiated activity at Sierra Village Apartments, Greenley Rd, Sonora City.302
male w/ what looks like a pistol strapped to his side  matched BOL subject 
SUMMARY: had what looked like semi-auto firearm on his side in a holster. The gun was an air soft BB gun. 
SPD cited the subject, he was the BOL subject (Incident #26). . Disposition: Assist Other Agency.

11:03 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1603240031
Occurred on Eighth Av, Jamestown. ****10-21****
rp rpts child custody issues with her ex  and needs advice 
Summary:  I contacted  who told me she filed emergency child custody papers and her husband was refusing 
to give her the kids.  I checked into the order with the court and found the order as denied pending a hearing. . 
Disposition: Civil Problem.

11:30 Harassments                                            1603240032
Occurred on Willow St, Jamestown. Rp says her neighbor is stalking her.
r/
Summary:   reported  has been harassing her and stares at her at the apartment complex.   requested advise 
about a restraining order. . Disposition: Log Note.

11:36 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1603240033
Occurred on Woodend Dr, Long Barn. Audible alarm, front slider motion, keyholder pending. . Disposition: 
Canceled by RP.

12:37 PROPERTY FOUND                                         1603240036
Occurred at Larry Copello Inc on Village Dr. , Sonora. Rp rpts finding a driver's license and would like someone 
to come and pick it up. 
SUMMARY: License taken and booked into property room. . Disposition: Report Taken.

12:51 ADVICE                                                 1603240037
Occurred on Phoenix Lake Rd, Sonora. 10-21 The rp  regarding giving someone back their firearms after a tro. 
SUMMARY: I contacted restrained person and they advised the order expired on Tuesday.  I called the RP 
back and told her she could return the firearms.  I advised the protected person that the restrained person was 
getting his firearms back. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

12:53 PATROL CHECK                                           1603240038
Occurred at Sonora Pass Lodge on Sno-Bowl Rd. , Long Barn. Rp rpts hearing gun shots in the area and is 
concerened over this happening in a residential area. 
SUMMARY: Patrol check. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

13:06 THEFT - ALL                                            1603240040
Occurred on Eaton Ct, Sonora. Rp rpts her vehicles were vandalized and garage door opener was taken, rp is 
requesting incident for documentation purposes. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:14 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1603240041
Officer initiated activity at Via Redonda, Sonora.Eviction posting 
SUMMARY:Posted Eviction Notice. . Disposition: Civil Problem.
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13:14 ADVICE                                                 1603240042
Occurred on Hess Av, Sonora. ****10-21****
rp requesting advice on a child custody arrangement. 
SUMMARY: I called the other half of the custody order and she explained she was on vacation and did not 
want to be bothered by her ex.  She said she was within the requirements of the order.  Neither party would 
bring a copy of order to office. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

13:32 ATTEMPT TO CONTACT                                     1603240045
Occurred on Pine Brook Wy, Groveland. . Disposition: Handled by Dispatch.

13:35 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1603240046
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne Rd, Sonora.SUMMARY: Civil papers sub served to wife, Higgins, 
Debbie. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

13:46 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1603240047
Occurred at Cal Trans on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Audible alarm, front door 
SUMMARY: I contacted several workers in front of the office and they stated there are many people in and out 
of this building.  Secure, false alarm. . Disposition: False Alarm will be billed.

13:51 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1603240048
Officer initiated activity at Mark Twain Apartments, Fairview Ln, Sonora City.Eviction Post.
SUMMARY
Notice posted at residence without incident. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

13:56 VEHICLE REPOSSESSION                                   1603240049
Occurred at Hwy 120 Towing on Hwy 120. , Big Oak Flat. . Disposition: Handled by Dispatch.

14:11 911 HANG UP                                            1603240051
Occurred at Gibbs Tower on Gibbs Dr/Villa Dr. , Sonora. 911 from a 911 only cell phone 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

14:17 WELFARE CHECK                                          1603240052
Occurred on Poco Calle, Sonora. RP IS CONCERNED FOR THE WELFARE OF HER 10 AND 7 YR OLD 
DAUGHTERS. RP BROUGHT THEM TO HER EX  ON SUNDAY, THE GIRLS HAVE BEEN SICK AND THE 
FATHER IS REFUSING TO TAKE THEM TO A DR... 
SUMMARY: Spoke to Rp who was concerned about the children being sick and her ex not taking them to the 
doctor.  Rp said the kids stated the ex was going to take them but he never said so so she does not trust him.  
Rp stated the ex told her he was providing over the counter medications which he believed were sufficient.  Rp 
was concerned her daughters earache might turn into an infection.  I explained to Rp her concerns did not 
justify the S/O conducting a welfare check on the children who are in the legal care and custody of the ex. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

14:44 Harassments                                            1603240054
Occurred on Peppermint Cir, Jamestown. Rp rpts receiving harassing phone calls from  who is a previous 
friend. 
Summary:   Kear requested information about getting a restraining order for Steve Justice.  Justice has been 
harassing  by phone and wont stop. . Disposition: Log Note.

14:49 PATROL CHECK                                           1603240055
Occurred at Wasatch Mtn Dr/Crystal Lake Dr, Sonora. Rp rpts two males offering to clean carpets, rp feels the 
situation was suspicious first subj, wma lsw grey shirt and jeans amd second subj hma, blk shirt and blk pants 
approx 5 ago. Last seen on foot heading toward american river drive. 
SUMMARY: UTL. Patrol check. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.
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14:54 911 MISDIAL                                            1603240056
Occurred at Gibbs Tower on Gibbs Dr/Villa Dr. , Sonora. Sounds like a pocket dial//called back left vm for 
nicole.  //1904hrs, received call back from phone owner 

Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

14:59 PATROL CHECK                                           1603240057
Occurred at Twain Harte School Lower Campus on Manzanita Dr. , Twain Harte. Kids on the roof 
SUMMARY: Contacted Juveniles and counseled them. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:00 EXTRA PATROL                                           1603240058
Occurred at Twain Harte School Lower Campus on Manzanita Dr. , Twain Harte. Main building of twain harte 
elementary, approx 6 kids on the roof of the school 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.063014  Lon:-120.24725
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

16:49 ASSAULT                                                1603240060
Occurred at Srmc on Greenley Rd. , Sonora City. Rp reports patient  is in the er stating he was assualted 
somewhere in tuolumne city. 
Summary: I spoke with  and he told me he did not want anything done.  said he did not know who the person 
was, only that he was somewhere near the park in the Tuolumne when it happened the night before. I was not 
able to get a good description of who the suspect was as  did not remember who he was or what he looked 
like. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:30 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1603240062
Officer initiated activity at Crystal Falls Dr/Autumn Ln, Sonora. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:44 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1603240063
Occurred at Kohls on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Rp rpts a hostile customer described as wma, pork chop side burns, 
blk hat, blu checkered shirt. demanding the store give him cash for a gift card other suspicious activity, resp is 
sitting in a saturn coupe in the lot. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:47 911 HANG UP                                            1603240064
Occurred at Gibbs Tower on Gibbs Dr/Villa Dr. , Sonora. 911 hang up// called back  states everything is ok she 
accidentally hit the emergency button on the phone.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:01 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1603240065
Officer initiated activity at Golf Club Dr/Fuller Rd, Twain Harte.SUMMARY: Traffic stop for unsecured front 
plate.  Warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

18:04 PATROL CHECK                                           1603240066
Occurred at Brook Dr/Turner Ct, Sonora. Req patrol check.  
reports subjs were loitering & possibly casing residences near rp's house.  rp confronted them and noted lots 
of marijuana smoke came out of the vehicle.  2010 red mazda hb with "carmax" paper plates.  wfa driver, bma 
passenger, @16yoa bmj in the back seat.. last seen twds meadowbrook dr. 
Summary: Searched the area and was unable to locate the vehicle. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol 
Check.
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18:06 WELFARE CHECK                                          1603240067
Occurred on Cavalieri Rd, Sonora. ****10-21*** RP for details prior to the welfare check
 
Summary: Attempted to contact the listed subject at the request of Calaveras County SO. Spoke with the 
subjects daughter who advised her father was not home and he was at the movies. Deputy left contact 
information for the male subject to contact Calaveras SO when he returned. Assist Outside Agency. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

18:06 911 HANG UP                                            1603240068
Occurred on Camino Del Parque S, Sonora. 911 hang up//called back, no answer and no vm set up
Service Class: VOIP. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:08 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1603240069
Occurred on Ranier Ct, Sonora.  audible alarm tripped at the entry/exit for the downstairs. keyholder pending. 
summary: False alarm.  Home owner set off alarm and called Xfinity to cancel response. . Disposition: False 
Alarm will be billed.

18:12 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1603240070
Occurred on Red Cedar St, Mi Wuk Village.  is out of control at the residence, hitting the walls and throwing 
things. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:22 THEFT - ALL                                            1603240072
Occurred at Avalon Health Care on Greenley Rd. , Sonora. Rp calling from Avalon wants to report that his cord 
was stolen from his television in his room. . Disposition: Canceled by RP.

18:22 ADVICE                                                 1603240073
Occurred on Rockridge Wy, Sonora. Rp rpts finding her large pet bunny deceased and the head and ears 
severed. rp finds this disconcerting and would like contact. 
Summary: Upon inspection it appeared the bunny was killed by another animal. The RP already buried the 
bunny and I was not able to see it to determine anything further. . Disposition: Citizen Assisted or Community 
Orientated Policing.

18:25 911 HANG UP                                            1603240074
Occurred at Gibbs Tower on Gibbs Dr/Villa Dr. , Sonora. 911 hang up, 911 only phone. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.963814  Lon:-120.42708
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:33 BOL                                                    1603240075
Occurred at Tuolumne Rd/Soulsbyville Rd, Sonora. 23152 driver e/b tuolumne rd/soulsbyville rd, silv mini 
cooper, lic/, all over the roadway// rp transferred to chp
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979854  Lon:-120.40288
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

18:39 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1603240076
Occurred at Hwy 108/SOULSBYVILLE Rd, Soulsbyville. Smoking pile of debris along the w/b lane of hwy 108 
W of Twain Harte Dr.
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.06237  Lon:-120.24641
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.
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19:12 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1603240078
Occurred at Kohls on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Wma, @30yoa, shave black hair, arm tattoos, lsw/blk norcal 
sweatshirt, blue jeans, untied Nike shoes, holding a lighter in his hand.  trying to find a pair of converse w/o 
the security tag.. currently walking around the shoe dept but was earlier laying on the floor. 
Summary: Suspect arrested. See case #16-934 for details. . Disposition: Arrest Made.

19:39 ASSIST CHP                                             1603240080
Officer initiated activity at Hwy 108/MONO Wy, Sonora.Out with CHP. . Disposition: Assist Other Agency.

20:12 VIOLATION OF A COURT ORDER                             1603240084
Occurred on Black Oak Rd, Tuolumne. ***10-21***RP has a restraining order against his Ex  and she keeps 
calling him and hanging up.
Summary: RP has a DV restraining order against his ex -wife.  RP said his ex called him from her new cellphone 
number  five times between 1 AM and 230 AM.  RP said he blocked her old number and will now block her new 
number.  RSP called RP's house phone and hung up; she never spoke.  I told RP I was documenting the event 
in an incident report, and I told him I would call RSP and tell her to stop calling him.  I called RSP and left a 
message for a call back.  
Service Class: VOIP. . Disposition: Log Note.

20:18 PATROL CHECK                                           1603240085
Occurred on Hawk Ln N, Twain Harte. Rp's alarm sounded while rp was home which rp found to be strange.  rp 
thinks that someone attempted to open her unlocked door.  // rp req patrol check around her residence and 
neighborhood. 
Summary: Contacted the Rp after checking the exterior of the house.  We did not find any forced entry.  I then 
checked the interior of the home and did not locate anything unusual. . Disposition: Log Note.

20:25 MISC INFORMATION                                       1603240086
Occurred on Stable Rd, Sonora.  -- female subj calling on the business line feeling suicidal but will not give any 
info other than she has been 5150'd before.  subj alone and sounds bipolar. 
Summary: Contacted the resp. she did not want to hurt herself but was just feeling depressed and wanted 
someone to talk to.  I gave her the number to the national crisis hotline and told her to call them anytime day or 
night.  She was appreciative and felt better after having talked to dispatch. . Disposition: Log Note.

21:37 PATROL CHECK                                           1603240087
Occurred on Old Oak Ranch Rd, Sonora. Rp lives on 11acres on old oak ranch rd reports 2 pickups w/4 guys 
drove up to the remote area.  rp advised them they were trespassing and they apologized and left.  rp thinks 
they were planning 459.  red newer cherry red pickup; older small blu pickup w/camper, unk plates  .. unk dot. . 
Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

21:39 TRAFFIC HAZARD                                         1603240088
Occurred at The Peppery Gar And Brill on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Male in all dark clothing walking down the 
middle of Mono Way near The Peppery. // Info relayed to CHP. . Disposition: Citizen Assisted or Community 
Orientated Policing.

21:49 PATROL CHECK                                           1603240089
Occurred at Old Oak Ranch Rd/Big Hill Rd, Columbia. Multiple vehicles parked on the side of the road with no 
one around. RP would like a patrol check of the area. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

21:58 NOISE COMPLAINT                                        1603240090
Occurred at El Dorado Motel on Twain Harte Dr. , Twain Harte. Rpts 15-20 subjects playing loud music and 
drinking in the parking lot. 
Summary: Contacted the owner and boss of the resp. the owner had the resp already in there rooms and 
quieted down when we arrived.  The owner assured us that they are done for the night. NFA. . Disposition: 
Log Note.
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22:14 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1603240091
Officer initiated activity at Tuolumne County Jail, Yaney Av, Sonora City.Summary: I assisted a jail Deputy in 
writting a criminal report. . Disposition: Report Taken.

22:30 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1603240092
Occurred on Vista Dr, Jamestown.  .  rp  reports that those  guys are banging on her front door again.  rp claims 
that the subjs live in the garage at the. . Disposition: Unfounded.

22:38 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1603240093
Occurred on Caylor Dr, Soulsbyville. Rpts  is at the residence causing a disturbance.  RP allowed the resp to 
stay with him after she got into a 415D with her boyfriend in Sacramento, but RP has had enough. Both 
subjects are hbd, no weapons.  // 2248hrs rp recalled advising resp left and requested to cancel. 
summary: Said to be verbal only, canceled during response. . Disposition: Canceled by RP.

23:16 MISC INFORMATION                                       1603240095
Occurred on Pine Mtn Dr, Groveland. HBD RP on 911 stating that she wasn't trying to dial 911, that she was 
just looking for her cell phone. RP then stated that she thinks someone at the bar possibly stole it and that she 
wanted to report it as stolen, but couldn't remember the name of the bar. RP stated that she was trying to call 
her cell phone, but that it was probably just in the bottom of her purse. 
Summary: Attempted to contact R/P by telephone, no answer and unable to leave message. . Disposition: Log 
Note.

23:44 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1603240096
Officer initiated activity at Wards Ferry Rd/Tuolumne Rd, Sonora.Traffic Stop.. stopped the vehicle for failing 
to signal when leaving the roadway. warning given. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-95s).

23:56 911 HANG UP                                            1603240097
Occurred on Oxbow Ln N, Sonora. 911 call with female saying, "I'm sorry, that's not right," then disconnect.  
No answer on call back. 
Summary: Contacted a male and female inside of the residence.  The male had damaged the inside of the house 
which was a civil issue.  The male was upset because the female was not home when he got home.  There was 
no physical altercation just civil. . Disposition: Log Note.


